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WORKFLOWS & APPROVALS

Why Choose oan business docs?

Your documents are in good hands as multi- layer
security is applied to keep them safe and secure
in a centralized location. Our auditing feature has
the ability to provide information on who and
when someone changed the metadata on a given
document.

The intuitive user screens provide clear navigation,
with simple layouts along with a consistent design
that allows faster user adoption with little or no
change management.

We offer a cost-effective solution without
compromising quality because we architected our
solution to use the least of resources. This
simplified approach lends itself to a lower cost of
total ownership, so we passed our saving on to you.

The ability to enable pre-built workflows to review
& approve documents to assure accurate
classification of documents and their related
metadata. Any pre-built workflow and approval
rules can be modified to your organization’s
requirements.

Effortless integrates into ERP system(s) and other
enterprise applications. Our pre built connectors to
common Oracle® products like Fusion Apps, EBS and
WebCenter take the risk out of building your own
connector. We also have integrations to the most
common AI cloud platforms

Our solution incorporates a “headless” architecture
so you can view and manage your documents on
others platform by utilizing our REST APIS.

A centralized workspace where people, process, and technology come together to manage business documents.
Our enterprise cloud-native solution incorporates document storage, access control, search and retrieval,

metadata, audit trail, workflows, artificial intelligence, seamless integrations to enterprise systems, along with
Oracle connectors that provide a seamless experience for both the end user and content administrators.

• Oracle® Cloud
Infrastructure

• oAppsNET® Tenancy

• Client Tenancy

• Other Cloud Providers

• On-Premises Data
Center

Standalone application
deployments need a replacement
of their existing Content
Management System.
Extending Oracle® WebCenter
Content deployments have
adopted the WebCenter platform,
but require customer specific
hand-crafted user experience
layered.
Native OAN integrated
deployments that subscribe to our
OAN platform of products can be
extended to allow for other non
oAppsNET products.

Set up your Asset
Repository(s), select your
Artificial Intelligence Model,
apply Repository Security,
apply Document Security,
and select your Workflow
Type. Configure your
approval hierarchy.
For Standalone and Extended
WebCenter deployments, you
will need to configure your
CX integrations and, if
required, REST APIs.
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Solution summary



SOLUTION FEATURES

About oappsnet

DOCUMENT STORAGE

SEARCH AND RETRIEVAL

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

PREBUILT INTEGRATIONS

MULTI-LAYER DOCUMENT SECURITY

NATIVELY BUILT INTO THE OAN PLATFORM

Our enterprise cloud native content
management solution, can also be deployed
on-premises, offers a centralized documents
repository to manage documents for their
entire lifecycle. Our document storage solution
uses the latest cloud storage technologies to
keep your documents safe and secure at cost
effective price. We also have capabilities to
integrate to other content management
systems like WebCenter Content so you can
choose where to store and maintain your
documents.

The search and retrieve capabilities include
Keyword Search, Full Text Search, Wildcard
Search, Metadata Search. Once you have a
favorite search, you can save it for personal
use or enable it for public consumption so
others can invoke the same search. The
search parameters and associated list of
values can be modified to your target
enterprise system(s) (i.e. EBS, Fusion Apps) to
allow for a seamless user experience.

The OAN Business Docs integrates with the
most common AI solutions which enables our
platform call prebuilt AI models (i.e., Oracle AI –
Document Understanding and Azure AI – Forms
Recognition) to automate the manual step of
associating metadata to a given document.

oAppsNET’s solution include prebuilt connectors
for Oracle® WebCenter Content, EBS & Fusion
Apps. These prebuilt connectors bypass the
development phase of the project and go live
faster. We also have integrations for the most
common pre trained AI models offered by Oracle
& Azure. We also have the capability to connect to
custom trained models when pre trained models
are not available. We also offer a full line of REST
APIs to manage your documentation outside of
our platform.
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Our application platform applies a multilayered
security approach to protect who has access to
your documents. The application security layer
controls who is allowed on the platform and what
role(s) they have. The administration role assigns
who can manage repositories and who has access
to each given repository. For each repository,
users are given certain rights to view, create,
update, or delete documents. In addition to user
security, each repository has a REST security
layer, so you have total control of your documents
not matter how they are accessed.

The OAN Business Docs seamlessly integrates
with our OAN platform of products (i.e., Accounts
Payable Order Management, Vendor Management,
Contracts Management, Digital Signature Solution
for Adobe® and DocuSign® ) so there is no need to
purchase a separate content management
solution when you utilize the oAppsNET platform
of products.

We’re a US-based company specializing in the digital transformation of every facet of your organization.

As an Oracle-certified partner with over 25 years of experience, we can ensure that your business’
transition to our platform costs less, requires less time, and provides you with the efficiency that will

drive your company to the next level.


